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with death-of-God theology, is thus as old as the latter part of the 19th century in the American tradition. Although the reference has still deeper roots in experiential piety, it came to the fore as a pervasive theological criterion only towards the close of the last century.
The conservatives, on the other hand, were driven to defend the authority of the text in the only way they knew, viz., by means of the conceptual theological frame in which biblical authority had been held in suspension during the preceding period in Protestant Scholasticism. The argument was not always blatant, but in retrospect it seems obvious enough. In his friendly controversies with Harper, W. H. Green of Princeton was often given to the correlation:
No more perilous enterprise was ever attempted by men held in honor in the church than the wholesale commendation of the results of an unbelieving criticism in application both to the Pentateuch and to the rest of the Bible, as though they were the incontestable product of the highest scholarship. They who have been themselves thoroughly grounded in the Christian faith may, by a happy inconsistency, hold fast their old convictions while admitting principles, methods and conclusions which are logically at war with them.4
The "old convictions," of course, were those which had come to expression in orthodox Protestant dogmatics; because he felt no need for "a new theology," Green did not feel the need for "a new biblical criticism" either.
It is clear enough that the traditionalists, and later the fundamentalists,
defended the integrity and authority of the biblical text on what they took to be internal grounds, but which, from our point of view, and the point of view of the earlier liberals, turns out to be the external grounds of a dogmatic theology extrinsic to the text. But the liberals, too, defended the impingement of historical criticism on biblical authority on equally external grounds, viz., the progressive, evolutionary spiral of human history linked with the emergence of the historical consciousness of modern man. In both cases and for roughly the same reason, the biblical text was ignored precisely as biblical text.
It may seem odd to claim that scientific historical criticism, the specific aim of which was to set the biblical text in its full historical context, actually with the result that the problem posed by the presence of the text itself in the tradition was left unresolved.
1.4 An unresolved question of such import is bound to leave its mark on all subsequent history. The unalleviated tension has been and continues to be a plague on both liberal and conservative houses, in both the church and academic biblical scholarship, precisely because it has been left, like a splinter, to fester in the tradition.
Those who give overt allegiance to the authority of Scripture from a vantage point on the theological right have continued, for more than a half century, to snipe at the indifference of liberal scholarship, but no amount of vituperation has been effective in awakening liberal intelligence to the issue. Even a sophisticated and organized assault on liberalism from the radical left, on the part of one wing of the early Chicago School between 1894 and 1920, has disappeared from the record as though it never took place. During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the question went underground in middleof-the-road liberalism and there it remains.
The anomaly in biblical scholarship of the liberal persuasion is that it gave and gives allegiance to descriptivism, historical relativism, and the rejection of theology while claiming the ground once held by the proponents of biblical authority. It has continued and developed specialties associated with the struggle over a sacred text, but necessarily refuses the complicity of those specialties with explicit devotion to that text. It rejects the canonical limits of its body of literature, but in fact enforces canonical boundaries. It holds questions of date, authorship, sources, authenticity, and integrity at objective range, but pursues these questions as though more than relative historical judgments were at stake. In sum, so-called scientific biblical scholarship, by and large, took up arms against traditionalism in the castle of Sacred Scripture and ended by occupying the castle itself, while denying that it had done so. These anomalies make the Society of Biblical Literature a fraternity of scientifically trained biblical scholars with the soul of a church. They also create certain incongruities for biblical studies in the humanities wing of the secular university.
These introductory remarks perhaps justify the formulation of the theme:
The Watershed of the American Biblical Tradition. Watershed refers to that hypothetical point after which the lines in biblical scholarship were drawn very differently than in the preceding period. The lines in biblical study were significantly redrawn during the period, roughly 1890-1920, and our whole subsequent history has been shaped and, to a large extent, tyrannized by the fresh demarcation. It is also my opinion that the organization and development of the early biblical faculty at Chicago is paradigmatic for that remapping of the contours of biblical study which has affected the shape and course of that scholarship down to the present day.
In what follows, I shall endeavor to trace the vicissitudes of the scriptural problem through the first phase of the Chicago School. By way of conclusion, the significance of this period for the subsequent history of biblical studies in various dimensions may be indicated. The prevailing theological interest at the time of its organization is to be seen in the size of the various departments in the Divinity School. There were as many in the field of biblical and Semitic studies as in all the other departments combined. Biblical study was the representative of the new scientific interest in religion."
The Problem of
The original divinity faculty thus mirrored the current situation and Harper's own determination to give evangelical faith the best scholarly representation he could muster. By this time, moreover, Harper was completely confident that a great biblical faculty would be matched by a corresponding widespread and deep-seated interest in the fruits of devout biblical scholarship. equally ironic that the other side, which struggled so hard to capture the common mind, could only maintain its grip on the scholarly tradition. But these remarks are to anticipate. Editorials in the Chicago journals attributable to Harper with certainty after about 1895 are scarce. However, one published in 1898, on the general theme, criticism and the authority of the Bible, is almost certainly his work. 16 In the same year, Burton published his first systematic statement on the same subject.'7 It will be illuminating to compare the two statements closely.
Harper inaugurated

If
Harper had any fears regarding the destructive consequences of higher criticism, they were mostly submerged in his enthusiastic estimate of its constructive possibilities. In an earlier editorial note of 1882, he quotes C. A. Briggs with hearty approval:
We will not deny that the most who are engaged in it [higher criticism] are rationalistic and unbelieving, and that they are using it with disastrous effect upon the Scriptures and the orthodox faith. There are few believing critics, especially in this country. There is also a widespread prejudice against these studies and an apprehension as to the results. These prejudices are unreasonable. These apprehensions are to be deprecated. It is impossible to prevent discussion. The church is challenged to meet the issue. It is a call of Providence to conflict and to triumph of evangelical truth. The divine word will vindicate itself in all its parts.18
Harper never quite lost his naive conviction that "evangelical truth" would triumph and the divine word be vindicated.
By 1898, Harper had perhaps become more apprehensive. In his editorial of that year, he goes about as far as he was ever able to accommodate what must have struck him then as the rising tide of the new Chicago School. The fear that criticism has an adverse effect on the authority of Scripture is not groundless, he writes. Authenticity and authority are linked, but not absolutely. On the one hand, criticism has actually corroborated the authority of the Bible, i.e., it has demonstrated authenticity in certain cases, such as those of Jeremiah, Hosea, the real Isaiah, Jesus, and Paul. In these instances, "criticism has largely remade the foundations of confidence." These teachers are the more credible as the result of criticism, "and if more credible, then more authoritative."19 On the other hand, criticism has undermined authority, if authority is taken to be wholly dependent upon authenticity. But authority may also be substantiated by experience; "some teachings are true apart from those who present them .... Truths thus established can no more be shaken by the discovery that they were not uttered by the men whose names they bear than the law of gravitation would be affected should it appear that it was discovered by some other man than Newton."20 What can be said about those portions of Scripture whose authenticity is not confirmed by criticism and whose truth cannot be verified by experience? In such cases one may appeal to 16 Harper was driven simultaneously by a variety of motives. He was deeply devoted to Scripture and the body of divine truth he never for one moment doubted that it contained. At the same time, he had a respect for scientific investigation that ranked it close to the numinous. He never came to believe that the relentless search for facts, the free exchange of ideas, the scholarly pursuit of truth wherever it might lead, would not in the end produce the desired result. He was thus committed to the authority of Scripture and to the freedom of research and expression, a double allegiance that undoubtedly caused him personal pain at Chicago before his death.
2.5 Burton's programmatic essay of 1898, viewed in retrospect, is epochmaking. While one may discern in the work of Harper, particularly after 1892, some premonitory signs of what was to come, it is to Burton that we owe the first explicit statement of the direction the Chicago School of biblical interpretation was to take. "Theology," he writes, "by its very definition has to do with truths, i.e. with knowledge of things as they are."22 Interpretation, on the other hand, has as its object the discovery of meanings, which by all means must be true meanings in the sense that they are really the meaning intended. The truth of interpretation, however, has nothing directly to do with theological truth. The interpreter does not ask whether the testimony of a witness is truth in the theological sense, but only whether his interpretation is true to the intention of the witness. If, in fact, the interpreter raises the question of ultimate truth, "he is in danger of vitiating his own work."23
The interpreter who seeks to determine not merely the meaning of the Bible but also the truth of the Bible, will almost inevitably test his interpretation by reference to what he, the interpreter, takes to be true, and thus finally by reference to his own opinions and convictions. By thus forcing the truth question upon the text, he is treating the Bible with "gross irreverence" by making it echo his own convictions. The only way to steer clear of this fallacy and so honor the text is to confine interpretation to its legitimate descriptive limit.
In contrast, theology has for its field and source the whole of the universe; nothing is excluded a priori. The demand that theology be wholly biblical therefore reflects "a semi-deistical conception of the universe,"24 i.e., the notion that God has expressed himself solely in the Scriptures. The scope of interpretation should be as broad, therefore, as the field of theology: "The field of interpretation is as wide as the field of things that have meaning, i.e. of 21 Ibid., 228.
22AJT 2 (1898) 52 (italics mine). 23 Ibid., 53. Cf. the discussion, 59. 24 Ibid., 55. existences back of which there lies thought."25 Interpretation which limits itself to the interpretation of expression is thus truncated, since the higher mode of interpretation is the interpretation of fact. 26 If biblical interpretation is confined to the interpretation of literary documents, the outcome of the process is thought and nothing more.27 It is a legitimate function of the biblical interpreter to determine the thoughts of the biblical authors -the systematic result is so-called biblical theology28 -but in this form the interpretation has nothing whatever to do with the truth of these thoughts,29 nor does it provide any material directly for theology.30 Literary interpretation, then, cannot accomplish the whole task; it requires to be supplemented by the interpretation of fact,31 and the process by which the facts are determined is called biblical criticism.
The end product of criticism is a connected narrative of biblical history, including both the history of biblical thought and the history of external events. It must be a connected narrative because "facts can be interpreted only in their relations."32 When this full, sequential narrative lies before him, the biblical interpreter will then be faced with his highest task. Burton should be allowed to state his own conclusion:
With the facts before him, dealing no longer with records, but with events, searching no longer for thoughts, but for truths, his task will be to find in this unparalleled history the great truths of divine revelation. Then will he be able, on solid and substantial ground, to construct the doctrine of Scripture, the doctrine, that is, of the nature of revelation made in the Bible, and of the character of the books that the Bible contains. On the basis of such a doctrine he will be able to read the complete and solid structure of the truth of God revealed in the Bible. And not only so, but he will also be able to verify the results thus reached by an independent process of investigation. For the same material and the same process by which he will reach this doctrine will enable him, in large measure at least, to reach independently the other truths which he seeks concerning God and man in their mutual relations.33
Biblical criticism first uses the biblical documents, together with such extra-biblical sources as are available to it, to establish the correlative history; it may then employ the correlative history to establish the biblical documents. The interpretation of facts, consequently, produced "an immense confirmation and strengthening of the argument for the divine origin of the Bible, and still more for the divine elements in the biblical history."34 The Bible is confirmed primarily as a part of history under divine guidance.
Burton is thus not prepared to allow the orthodox understanding of the function of Scripture in theology for two reasons: (1) the orthodox view 25 for the lay mind, that it had little time for attention to broader theological problems, including the problem of biblical authority.
The rejection of dogmatic theology and the development of ancillary disciplines went hand in hand with the emergence of a new biblical scholarship. Dogmatics had become the enemy personified since it was theology that had brought the Bible to its present state of disrepute by virtue of its tyranny over biblical scholarship. The salvage operation had to begin with the overthrow of theology. The ancillary disciplines, such as biblical archaeology, social history, comparative religions, were involved in the divestment campaign and to support the conclusions of critical scholarship arrived at largely by means of literary criticism. At the same time, these disciplines contributed enormously to the reconstruction of the "biblical world," so crucial to the later years of the first phase of the School. As a consequence, the second generation chose to gird up its scholarly loins in a slightly different fashion from Harper and Burton. Alongside a reduced commitment to philological expertise, they prepared to meet the full thrust of the social and physical sciences. This accounts for the heavy concentration in history, sociology, and psychology. By these means they hoped to compete more fully on the secular terrain of the sciences, without sacrificing the prestige that still attached to philological competence. At the same time, they sought new ground for the faith.
It is not accidental that Harper and
With Burton leading the way, then, Mathews and Case quietly abandoned the primacy of Sacred Scripture, and with it they also gradually abandoned those disciplines that were oriented primarily to the interpretation of Scripture. They gave up the means along with the end. In so doing, they did not think they were betraying the cause for which Christianity stood, but actually promoting it the only way it could be promoted in the modern world.
The Burton wing of the Chicago School could not perpetuate itself in its initial form, if it were to be true to itself. Once Scripture was abandoned as the anchor of the tradition, there was no longer reason to continue biblical scholarship in its traditional mold. Note that Mathews moved, formally, to theology and Case to church history. Their continuing interest in the prophets and Jesus was secondary support for their commitment to the social gospel. There is evidence that the era of kept liberal scholarship is passing. There has been a perceptible shift in the academic base of biblical studies from the seminary to the university department of religion or Semitics; at the same time, the academic base for biblical scholarship is visibly contracting. It is probably ironic and maybe even a little prophetic that W. R. Harper's university, with a biblical faculty at its heart, may come to be the first major church-founded institution to drop biblical studies altogether.
The Chicago School may have anticipated the necessity with which biblical scholarship is now faced. At all events, it appears certain that biblical scholars will increasingly have to justify their existence in the secular university without benefit of scriptural ploy. That in itself will cause the question of Scripture to surface once again but in an entirely new form.
3.4.2
The status of Scripture is closely related to the problem of the limits of Scripture. In seminaries and many church colleges it is difficult to justify courses which major in non-canonical Jewish and Christian literature. In the university, on the other hand, a canonical bias must not be too evident. This discrepancy goes together with the Harper legacy: biblical scholarship gives allegiance to the relativistic position of historical science, while maintaining a hidden deference to the Jewish and Christian canons. To be sure, the Society of Biblical Literature has long entertained papers on Ugarit, Nag Hammadi, and the Early Bronze age at Jericho. But there has been a silent agreement to maintain connections, however remote in some instances, with the canon of Scripture in both the annual meeting and the journal. So long as arbitrary limits arbitrary from the standpoint of historical science -are imposed upon the biblical scholars, it will be difficult to come entirely clean with colleagues and students in the secular university.
3.4.3 Finally, the continuing anti-theological bias of biblical scholarship should be noted. This bias is particularly ironic in view of the abiding subterranean deference to the status and limits of Scripture.
Biblical scholarship in America has been virtually untouched by developments in Europe, principally Germany, since the First World War. Why, in strong contrast to the post bellum period, has this been the case?
The questions posed by Barth and Bultmann -to give a greatly abbreviated answer -were or are felt to be inadmissible on the American scene. They are inadmissible because they raise the forbidden question: The question of Scripture. Barth and Bultmann have been understood, consequently, as mounting an attack on the Bible itself (Bultmann) or on biblical scholarship (Barth). In some quarters the opposite is taken as the case, and they are relegated to the fundamentalist camp. In either case, they are put down as German theological laundry beneath the dignity of Americans to wash.
Because the question of Scripture is just below the surface in American liberal scholarship, it is systematically suppressed in discussion. It is for this reason that the hermeneutical problem cannot be pursued directly. Philological detail and certain ancillary disciplines, such as biblical archaeology, support scholarly "objectivity," while permitting one to evade the question of meaning. The scholar can present an evening of stereopticon slides on biblical sites without so much as touching on the question of religion. Yet, for those with memories of the tradition, viewing the very ground on which the prophets and Jesus walked can kindle a warm glow. It is a question of whether biblical scholarship can continue to trade on a sentiment it is not willing to recognize.
I am not suggesting that the scriptural issue should be reopened as a traditional theological problem. I am suggesting that the question of the text as text -whether the biblical text "means" significantly or at all in our tradition-is a question which should be deliberately permitted, perhaps under literary guise (the modes of prophetic speech; the parable as religious discourse) or under the banner of the history of interpretation (how was the Bible interpreted in the American tradition?). To continue to suppress this issue is to blink at the increasingly precarious academic posture of biblical scholarship and to close our eyes to a rich tradition hoary with age. The early Chicago School has taught us that the issue needs to be faced. It has also taught us how painful that facing will be. American biblical scholarship must come to the point at which it can afford full dignity to an ancient and honorable discipline without a scriptural crutch. The transition will not be easy. Yet, we must make it for the sake of ourselves and for the sake of the discipline. And once we have made it to fresh ground, the issue of Scripture as Scripture will surface naturally and without guilt.
